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Abstrat
Boundary quantum eld theory is investigated in the Lagrangian framework. Models
are dened perturbatively around the Neumann boundary ondition. The analytiity
properties of the Green funtions are analyzed: Landau equations, Cutkosky rules together
with the Coleman-Norton interpretation are derived. Illustrative examples as well as
argument for the equivalene with other perturbative expansions are presented.
1 Introdution
In this paper we study quantum eld theory with boundary in perturbation theory. The
boundary is a at hypersurfae with a spae-like normal vetor, i.e. in appropriate inertial o-
ordinates it is just given by onstraining one oordinate to take a onstant value (onveniently
hosen to be zero). The motivation for suh a study and most of the expliit examples ome
from 1 + 1 dimensional eld theory, but we present the formalism for an arbitrary number of
spaetime dimensions to show its generality.
Our main motivation omes from onsideration of integrable boundary QFT in 1+1 di-
mensions, although integrability is not required for the general formalism to work. In suh
QFT, it is possible to onstrut exat sattering amplitudes (S matries and reetion ampli-
tudes) using the bootstrap proedure. The entral idea of the bootstrap is that ertain poles
of sattering amplitudes give rise to new states (bulk partiles or exited boundary states)
in the theory, whih must be treated as fundamental degrees of freedom in their own right
(nulear demoray).
∗
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However, in the general ase there are poles whih are not assigned to any partile. In the
ase of bulk theories, bootstrap losure (or onsisteny) means that all poles are explained in
terms of intermediate proesses involving partiles on-mass-shell, and that the residues an
be alulated using the on-shell ouplings between the partiles. In ase of poles assoiated
to bound states, the intermediate state is a one-partile state; the more general proesses are
assoiated to so-alled Coleman-Thun diagrams [1℄. Consisteny requires that there exists
a onsistent hoie for the on-shell ouplings suh that the singular ontributions at all the
poles an be alulated by the Cutkosky rules (in pratie one normally looks only at the most
singular terms).
For QFT with boundaries, the respetive rules for Coleman-Thun diagrams were general-
ized by analogy in [2, 3℄, but there has been no systemati derivation of these rules so far. In
the bulk, the usual derivation of singularity positions (Landau equations) and Cutkosky rules
uses the analyti properties of ovariant perturbation theory [4, 5℄, although the Cutkosky
rules an also be understood as a generalization of unitarity [4℄.
There have been numerous previous works using perturbation theory for boundary QFTs
[6℄[14℄. Unfortunately these expansions are usually rather diult to use to explore the
analyti struture, beause the propagators do not have simple analyti properties if expressed
in terms of the momentum (in some ases even that is impossible). Therefore in Setion 2 we
propose to use a perturbation expansion around the free (Neumann) boundary ondition and
a onstant bulk eld onguration. It is not at all evident that this approah is orret in the
general ase, and the main diulty omes from the fat that the vauum of the boundary QFT
may be a non-onstant eld onguration. As we mentioned above, expanding around suh
a eld onguration would make the investigation of the analyti struture hopeless. Using
a toy model, we present evidene in appendix A that a re-summation of our perturbation
expansion gives the orret results that are expeted from the standard approahes and in
partiular the tadpole ontributions reprodue the eet of the nontrivial bakground eld.
As a further support for the orretness of the perturbative expansion, in Appendix B we give
a systemati derivation of one-loop ounter-terms in boundary sine-Gordon theory that have
been used in semilassial alulations in the literature [15, 16, 17℄.
We also extend the perturbation theory by taking into onsideration elds living on the
boundary, whih is instrumental for the derivation of the boundary Cutkosky rules. We dene
asymptoti states, and write down the generalization of LSZ redution formulae for boundary
QFT, whih were previously derived in a restrited ontext by us [18℄.
In Setion 3, using the perturbative formulation, we derive the boundary extension of Lan-
dau equations and Coleman-Norton interpretation, while in Setion 4 we obtain the boundary
Cutkosky rules. In Setion 5 we present some expliit examples of singularities in the onje-
tured sattering amplitudes of boundary sine-Gordon theory. The paper ends by a disussion
of the results and the outline of some issues that remain to be investigated.
2 Perturbation theory with a boundary
In the ourse of analyzing of boundary quantum eld theories we follow the same line as
presented in [5℄ for bulk theories. Setting the stage by introduing our onventions, we identify
and anonially quantize the free theory. The R matrix is dened via asymptoti states and
is related to the Green funtions using the boundary analogue of the LSZ formula. Then
we introdue Feynman rules for the omputation of Green funtions, both in oordinate and
2
momentum spae.
2.1 Conventions
The oordinates desribing the half spae-time are
z = (t, ~x, y) , ~x =
(
x1, . . . , xD−1
)
, −∞ < t, xi <∞,−∞ < y ≤ 0
We denote the boundary oordinates by x = (t, ~x) and use the following abbreviations
∫
d~x =
D−1∏
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dxi ,
∫
dx =
∫
d~x
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ,
∫
dz =
∫
dx
∫ 0
−∞
dy
~∇ = (∂x1 , . . . , ∂xD−1)
Bulk elds are denoted by Φα(z), while for boundary elds we use φa(x). For simpliity, all
the elds are supposed to be real salars (generalizing to other ases is straightforward). The
ation is
S =
∫
dz
{
1
2
[
(∂tΦα)
2 −
(
~∇Φα
)2
− (∂yΦα)2 −M2αΦ2α
]
− V (Φα)
}
+
∫
dx
{
1
2
[
(∂tφa)
2 −
(
~∇φa
)2
−m2aφ2a
]
− U (φa,Φα (y = 0))
}
(2.1)
where
V (Φα) =
∑
M≥3
∑
{α1,...αM}
vα1...αMΦα1 . . .ΦαM
desribes the bulk interation, while
U (Φα, φa) =
∑
M,N
∑
{α1,...αM}
∑
{a1,...aN }
uα1...αM ;a1...aNΦα1 . . .ΦαMφa1 . . . φaN
ontains the bulk-boundary and pure boundary interation terms (we suppose that it ontains
no terms with M = 0 and N = 1, 2).
2.2 Free elds
Here we give a short desription of the free theory with U = V = 0. Free bulk elds satisfy
the equations of motion(
∂2t − ~∇2 − ∂2y +M2α
)
Φα(z) = 0 , ∂yΦα(z)|y=0 = 0
The eld satisfying the boundary ondition an be deomposed as
Φα (t, ~x, y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
cos(κy)
∫
d~k
(2π)D−1
exp(i~k · ~x)Φ˜α(κ,~k, t)
Φ˜α(κ,~k, t)
† = Φ˜α(κ,−~k, t) , Φ˜α(κ,~k, t) = Φ˜α(−κ,~k, t)
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Similar deomposition is valid for the anonial momentum Πα(z) = ∂tΦ(z). The ommuta-
tion relations are[
Φα(t, ~x, y),Πβ(t, ~x
′, y′)
]
= iδαβδ(~x− ~x′)
(
δ(y − y′) + δ(y + y′))
due to the Neumann boundary ondition. We an introdue the bulk reation/annihilation
operators
Aα(κ,~k, t) = iΠ˜α(κ,~k, t) + Ωα(κ,~k)Φ˜α(κ,~k, t)
Aα(κ,~k, t)
† = −iΠ˜α(κ,~k, t) + Ωα(κ,~k)Φ˜α(κ,~k, t)
Ωα(κ,~k) =
√
κ2 + ~k2 +M2α
that satisfy[
Aα(κ,~k, t), Aβ(κ
′, ~k′, t)†
]
= (2π)D 2Ωα(κ,~k)δαβδ(~k − ~k′)
(
δ(κ − κ′) + δ(κ + κ′))
The boundary elds an be quantized in the usual way as free elds living in D dimensional
spaetime:
φa(x) =
∫
d~k
(2π)D−1
exp(i~k · ~x)φ˜a(~k, t) , φ˜a(~k, t)† = φ˜a(−~k, t)
πa = ∂tφa ,
[
φa(t, ~x), πb(t, ~x
′)
]
= iδabδ(~x − ~x′)
ab(~k, t) = iπ˜b(~k, t) + ωb(~k)φ˜b(~k, t) , ωb(~k) =
√
~k2 +m2b[
ab(~k, t), ac(~k
′, t)†
]
= (2π)D−1 2ωb(~k)δbcδ(~k − ~k′)
The (normal ordered) free Hamiltonian an be written as
H =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
∫
d~k
(2π)D−1
Aα(κ,~k, t)
†Aα(κ,~k, t) +
∫
d~k
(2π)D−1
ab(~k, t)
†ab(~k, t)
and the time development of the modes an be alulated as
Aα(κ,~k, t) = e
−iΩα(κ,~k)tAα(κ,~k) , ab(~k, t) = e
−iωb(κ,~k)tab(~k)
The Fok spae of free elds an be introdued in the standard way. The vauum satises
Aα(κ,~k) |0〉 = 0 = ab(~k) |0〉
and the spae is spanned by the states
Aα1(κ1,
~k1)
† . . . AαM (κM ,
~kM )
†ab1(
~k′1)
† . . . abN (
~k′N )
† |0〉
Due to the symmetry Aα(κ,~k) = Aα(−κ,~k) we ould onstrain κ ≥ 0. However, it turns out
to be simpler to let κ take general real values, and impose the former symmetry property to
aount for the presene of the boundary.
The free propagators are
gab(x, x
′) = 〈0|Tφa(x)φb(x′) |0〉 = iδab
∫
dk
(2π)D
e−ik·(x−x
′)
k2 −m2a + iε
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where k = (k0, ~k),
∫
dk =
∫
dk0
∫
d~k, and
Gαβ(z, z
′) = 〈0|TΦα(z)Φβ(z′) |0〉
= iδαβ
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
∫
dk
(2π)D
e−ik·(x−x
′)
k2 − κ2 −M2α + iε
(
eiκ(y−y
′) + eiκ(y+y
′)
)
The bulk propagator ontains two terms: the rst one desribes the diret propagation of
the elds, while the other orresponds to reetion on the free boundary. This an also be
interpreted as a propagation to the mirror image point at −y′, and will play an important role
in the formulation of the Feynman rules later.
2.3 Asymptoti states, R matrix and redution formulae
We proeed with the usual assumptions: the interation is swithed o adiabatially as t →
±∞. The asymptoti elds are then dened to be free elds Φasα and φasa (as = in, out),
satisfying
lim
t→∓∞
Φα(t, ~x, y)− ZαΦin/outα (t, ~x, y) = 0
lim
t→∓∞
φa(t, ~x)− Zaφin/outa (t, ~x) = 0
where the Z oeients, as usual, take are of the anonial normalization of the elds, and
the limits are understood in the weak sense (i.e. for any matrix element of the elds).
The modes of the asymptoti elds, whih are obtained using the free eld mode expansions
Aasα (κ,
~k) = 2i
∫ 0
−∞
dy
∫
d~x cos(κy)ei(Ωα(κ,
~k)t−~k·~x)←→∂t Φasα (t, ~x, y)
Aasα (κ,
~k)† = −2i
∫ 0
−∞
dy
∫
d~x cos(κy)e−i(Ωα(κ,
~k)t−~k·~x)←→∂t Φasα (t, ~x, y)
aasb (
~k) = i
∫
d~xei(ωb(
~k)t−~k·~x)←→∂t φasb (t, ~x)
aasb (
~k)† = −i
∫
d~xe−i(ωb(
~k)t−~k·~x)←→∂t φasb (t, ~x)
reate asymptoti states as follows:∣∣∣κ1, ~k1, α1; . . . ;κM , ~kM , αM ;~k1, b1; . . . ;~kN , bN〉
as
=
Aasα1(κ1,
~k1)
† . . . AasαM (κM ,
~kM )
†aasb1 (
~k1)
† . . . aasbN (
~kN )
† |0〉 .
We assume asymptoti ompleteness: both the in and the out states form a omplete basis.
The unitary transformation between the two is what we all the reetion matrix R (in the
usual terminology, reetion matrix means the matrix element of R between a bulk one-partile
in and a bulk one-partile out state). For any given initial and nal state, the orresponding
matrix element of the R matrix (more preisely: R operator) gives the probability amplitude
for the evolution of the initial state |i〉 at t = −∞ into the nal state |f〉 at t = +∞:
Rfi = out 〈f | i〉in
5
Now one an proeed to dedue redution formulae for the matrix elements between asymptoti
states. The derivation is essentially the same as in [18℄, so we only write down two examples
of the resulting formulae. Applying the formalism to an inoming bulk partile gives
out 〈A| O|κ,~k, α;B〉in = out 〈A| OAinα (κ,~k)†|B〉in =
= disconnected part + 2iZ−1/2α
∫ 0
−∞
dy
∫
dx cos(κy)e−i(Ωα(κ,
~k)t−~k·~x) ×{
∂2t − ∂2y − ~∇2 +M2α + δ(y)∂y
}
out 〈A|TOΦα(t, ~x, y)|B〉in
where O denotes a general T produt of loal operators. The redution formula for an inoming
boundary partile reated by the a modes are idential to the usual redution formulae in D
spae-time dimensions without boundary:
out 〈A| O|~k, b;B〉in = out 〈A| Oainb (~k)†|B〉in =
= disconnected part + iZ−1/2a
∫
dxe−i(ωα(
~k)t−~k·~x) ×{
∂2t − ~∇2 +m2a
}
out 〈A|TOφa(t, ~x)|B〉in
Formulae for outgoing partiles an be written in a very similar form.
2.4 Feynman rules in oordinate spae
In the interation piture, the time evolution of the system an be desribed by the operator
U(t) = T exp
{
−i
∫ t
−∞
dτHint (τ)
}
Hint (τ) =
∫ 0
−∞
dy
∫
d~xV
(
Φinα (τ, ~x, y)
)
+
∫
d~xU
(
Φinα (τ, ~x, y = 0), φ
in
a (t, ~x)
)
The R matrix an be expressed as
R = U(∞) = T exp
{
−i
∫ ∞
−∞
dτHint (τ)
}
and the interating elds take the form
Φα(t, ~x, y) = U(t)
−1Φinα (t, ~x, y)U(t)
φa(t, ~x) = U(t)
−1φina (t, ~x)U(t)
Using the free eld formulae and Wik's theorem, one an readily derive the Feynman rules
in oordinate spae for the Green's funtions
Gm,nα1...αm;a1...an
(
~x1, y1, t1 . . . , ~xm, ym, tm; ~x
′
1, t
′
1, . . . ~x
′
n, t
′
n
)
=
〈0|TΦα1(~x1, y1, t1) . . .Φαm(~xm, ym, tm)φa1(~x′1, t′1) . . . φan(~x′n, t′n) |0〉
from whih the rules for the R matrix an be obtained by applying the redution formulae.
The resulting diagrams ontain the following ingredients:
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1. Boundary propagator:
t, ~x
a b
t′, ~x′
= iδab
∫
dk
(2π)D
e−ik·(x−x
′)
k2 −m2a + iε
2. Diret bulk propagator
t, y, ~x
α β
t′, y′, ~x′
= iδαβ
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
∫
dk
(2π)D
e−ik·(x−x
′)
k2 − κ2 −M2α + iε
eiκ(y−y
′)
3. Reeted bulk propagator
t, y, ~x
α β
t′, y′, ~x′
= iδαβ
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
∫
dk
(2π)D
e−ik·(x−x
′)
k2 − κ2 −m2a + iε
eiκ(y+y
′)
4. Bulk vertex (it doesn't make a dierene whether a leg omes from a diret or reeted
bulk propagator)
α1 α2 α3
α4
αM
= −ivα1...αM
5. Boundary vertex (one again, no distintion between the types of bulk legs)
α1
α2
αM
a1
aN
= −iuα1...αM ;a1...aN
The vertex positions must be integrated over, for bulk verties over the bulk (half) spae,
while for boundary verties over the boundary. There are also ombinatorial fators that
follow straightforwardly from ounting the number of ways the partiular Wik ontrations
an be made. One has to take are to draw all possible diagrams obtained by putting both
the diret and the reeted propagators for eah bulk leg or line. In fat, for oordinate spae
rules we ould have used one type of bulk propagator as well: Gαβ(z, z
′), whih onsists of
the sum of the two piees. The separation of the bulk propagator into two piees, however,
makes the momentum spae formulation muh easier.
2.5 Feynman rules in momentum spae
We an give the Feynman rules in momentum spae by taking a simple Fourier transform of
the Green's funtions:
Gm,nα1...αm;a1...an
(
~k1, κ1, ω1 . . . , ~km, κm, ωm;~k
′
1, ω
′
1, . . .
~k′n, ω
′
n
)
=
m∏
i=1
(∫ +∞
−∞
dyi
∫
dtid~xie
i(ωiti−~ki·~xi−κiyi)
) n∏
j=1
(∫
dtjd~xje
i(ω′jt
′
j−
~k′j ·~x
′
j)
)
×
Gm,nα1...αm;a1...an
(
~x1, y1, t1 . . . , ~xm, ym, tm; ~x
′
1, t
′
1, . . . ~x
′
n, t
′
n
)
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(the y integrals are dened by a simple extension of the Green's funtions as even funtions
of y).
1. Boundary propagator:
a b
ω,~k
=
iδab
ω2 − ~k2 −m2a + iε
2. Diret bulk propagator
Ω, κ,~k
α β
=
iδαβ
Ω2 − ~k2 − κ2 −M2α + iε
3. Reeted bulk propagator
Ω, κ,~k
α β
=
iδαβ
Ω2 − ~k2 − κ2 −M2α + iε
4. Bulk vertex
α1 α2 α3
α4
αM
= −ivα1...αM (2π)Dδ(D)(
∑
k)πδ(
∑′
κ)
The momentum onservation for the D-momenta k is the usual one, but for the κ
omponent, the prime indiates that if two verties are onneted by a reeted bulk
propagator, the orresponding κ must be oriented either outgoing or inoming at both
verties. For diret bulk propagators, momentum is onserved as usual: all D + 1
omponents of the momentum are oriented as outgoing at one end and inoming at the
other one.
5. Boundary vertex
α1
α2
αM
a1
aN
= −iuα1...αM ;a1...aN (2π)Dδ(D)(
∑
k)
There is no onservation law for the omponent κ, sine the position of boundary verties
is only integrated over along the boundary.
There is also an integration over the momentum of eah internal line.
As a result of the above rules, the presene of reeted bulk propagators and boundary
verties breaks κ onservation, as expeted from the absene of translational invariane in the
diretion perpendiular to the boundary.
3 Landau equations
The analytiity properties of the Green funtions an be analyzed in the perturbative frame-
work. The Landau equations desribe the singularity struture of the various Feynman dia-
grams whih we are going to derive for the boundary theory.
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3.1 Derivation of the Landau equations
Consider a Feynman diagram in our generi salar theory (2.1) with N outer bulk legs with
momenta (ki, κi) , i = 1, . . . , N and M outer boundary legs with momenta ki , i = N +
1, . . . ,M + N , where ki are the omponents of the momenta parallel to the boundary and
κi are the transverse omponents (only for bulk legs). Using the fat that D-dimensional
Poinare invariane (parallel to the boundary) is unbroken, the resulting amplitude depends
only on the invariants ki · kj and κi. The general Feynman integral an be written
G =
∫ L∏
i=1
dDqi
(2π)D
K∏
j=1
dχj
2π
I∏
r=1
(p2r − π2r −M2r + iǫ)−1
I+J∏
s=I+1
(p2s −m2s + iǫ)−1 (3.1)
where qi denote D-dimensional loop momenta for L loops in total, χj are the transverse loop
momenta (see later), (pr, πr) are the D+1-momenta of I internal bulk lines, while ps are the
D-momenta of J internal boundary lines. Momentum onservation an be used to expressed
p and π in terms of q, χ, k and κ (taking into aount that a reeted bulk propagator reverses
transverse momentum).
We an then introdue Feynman's parameterization in the usual way
G =
∫ L∏
i=1
dDqi
(2π)D
K∏
j=1
dχj
2π
I+J∏
r=1
∫ 1
0
dαiδ
(∑
αi − 1
)
ψ(k, κ, q, χ, α)−I−J
ψ(k, κ, q, χ, α) =
I∑
r=1
αr(p
2
r − π2r −M2r + iǫ) +
I+J∑
s=I+1
αs(p
2
s −m2s + iǫ)
and integrating out the loop momenta q, χ (these integrals are  apart from UV divergenes
taken are by ounter-terms  nonsingular in general, just as in the ase of bulk diagrams),
we are left with a multiple integral over the α, whih an be onsidered as a funtion of the
invariants ki · kj and κi.
Following the usual argument, a singularity an our (in the limit ǫ → 0) when the hyper-
ontour in α spae is trapped between two singularities of the integrand, or a singularity of
the integrand takes plae at the boundary of integration. The integrand is singular if
αr = 0 or p
2
r − π2r −M2r = 0 , r = 1, . . . , I
αs = 0 or p
2
s −M2s = 0 , s = I + 1, . . . , I + J (3.2)
whih are nothing other but straightforward generalizations of the usual Landau equations.
Redued diagrams are dened by shrinking internal lines with αi = 0 to a point, and the
remaining lines must be on the mass-shell. A further requirement is that
∂
∂qi
(
I∑
r=1
αr(p
2
r − π2r −M2r + iǫ) +
I+J∑
s=I+1
αs(p
2
s −m2s + iǫ)
)
= 0 (3.3)
and
∂
∂χi
(
I∑
r=1
αr(p
2
r − π2r −M2r + iǫ) +
I+J∑
s=I+1
αs(p
2
s −m2s + iǫ)
)
= − ∂
∂χi
(
I∑
r=1
αrπ
2
r
)
= 0 . (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Generi form of a losed loop
These equations an be brought into a more elegant form. First onentrate on equation
(3.3) that is on the Lorentz invariant part. Consider a losed loop in the Feynman diagram
(Fig. 3.1) where the internal momenta are relabeled, the verties an be of boundary or of
bulk type and the various l-s ollet all the outer momenta from the loop point of view, but in
priniple they an be outer (k) or inner (p) or their sums. Using momentum onservation the
momentum integration an be evaluated. As a result every pi , i = 2 . . . A an be expressed in
terms of p1 (whih serves as the loop variable) as follows
p2 = p1 + l1 ; p3 = p2 + l2 = p1 + l1 + l2 ; . . . pA = p1 +
A−1∑
j=1
lj (3.5)
and the overall momentum onservation
∑
i li = 0 must hold. Substituting (3.5) into (3.3) for
qi = p1 we obtain ∑
eah loop
αipi = 0 (3.6)
This argument is valid for a D dimensional bulk theory as well as for the D non-transverse
omponent of the momenta in a boundary theory.
Now lets fous on the transverse momentum, that is on (3.4). Consider a loop as before but
with bulk verties only (Fig. 3.2). For bulk propagators we take ǫ = 1 while for the reeted
one ǫ = −1. Using momentum onservation the momentum integration an be eliminated
suessively giving rise to
π2 = ǫ1π1 + l1 ; π3 = ǫ2π2 + l2 = ǫ1ǫ2π1 + ǫ2l1 + l2 ; . . .
and in general
πi =
i∏
j=1
ǫjπ1 +
i∏
j=2
ǫjl1 + · · ·+
i∏
j=k+1
ǫjlk + · · · + li
The delta funtion δ (ǫAπA + lA − π1) gives π1 = µAπ1 + . . . , where we have introdued
µi =
∏i
j=1 ǫj to enode the parity of the momentum hange aused by reeted propagators.
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Figure 3.2: Generi form of a losed loop with bulk verties only
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Figure 3.3: Path starting from and ending at a boundary vertex
Clearly if µA = −1, that is the loop ontains odd number of reeted propagators the delta
funtion eliminates the last integration determining π1 in terms of the l-s. In this ase there
is no singularity. If, however, µA = 1 (loops with even number of reeted propagator) π1 is
not determined, we have to integrate over it (π1 = χ1) and we obtain the Landau equation:∑
eah loop
µiαiπi = 0 (3.7)
Now onsider a path in the Feynman graph starting and ending with boundary verties but
ontaining bulk verties only (Fig. 3.3). Using the previous alulation πA an be expressed
in terms of π1as before πA = µA−1π1+ . . . but now there is no more delta funtion so π1 serves
as a loop variable, χ1, for whih integration has to be performed. As a result we obtain the
following Landau equation: ∑
eah path
µiαiπi = 0 (3.8)
There is an interpretation of equation (3.6) in the bulk theory in terms of eletri network:
it is just translated to the usual Kirho laws for the D-momenta of the redued diagram
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with resistanes αr and urrents pr so the voltage drops are αrpr. The generalization
for the boundary ase: equation (3.7) means that αr-s are the resistanes and the πr-s are
the urrents. Note that there is one urrent for every omponent of the D + 1 dimensional
energy-momentum vetor and so for every loop and vertex there areD+1 independent Kirho
laws to write down.
The signs introdued by the reeted propagators an be traed as follows: every reeted
propagator arries an inverter devie that hanges the sign of the transverse momentum
urrent, so µr keeps trak of the atual sign of the urrent and µrαrπr are the voltage
drops. Equation (3.8) means that as far as the transverse momentum urrent is onerned,
all the boundary verties are on an equipotential surfae, whih an be onsidered as the
referene point (earth). For the omponents of the energy-momentum that are parallel to
the boundary, the Kirho laws take the usual form as in the bulk theory.
3.2 Coleman-Norton interpretation
The Landau equations for a generi Feynman graph in the bulk theory are those we have in
equation (3.2) and (3.6). Their physial region singularities have αi ≥ 0 and ontain real
momenta pi. Following Coleman and Norton [19℄, these equations an be interpreted as the
existene of a spae-time graph of a proess involving lassial partiles all on the mass shell,
all moving forward in time, and interating only through energy and momentum onserving
interations loalized at spae-time points. The orrespondene is one-to-one and goes as
follows: for eah internal line draw a vetor αrpr, of length αrMr. (Lines with αr = 0 are
shrunk to a point). For eah vertex in the graph a spae-time point is assoiated where the
momentum onserving interation ours. The onsisteny of this piture means, that two
dierent paths leading to the same vertex in the Feynman graph dene the same spae-time
point, whih is nothing but the equation (3.6).
The Coleman-Norton type interpretation of the boundary Landau equations is the same
as in the bulk ase: the existene of a spae-time graph of a proess involving partiles all
on the mass shell, all moving forward in time, and interating only through loal interations
loalized at spae-time points where now partiles an satter on the boundary, whih reverse
the sign of the momenta. The orrespondene goes as follows: For eah internal bulk line draw
a vetor (αrpr, αrπr) with length αrMr (reeted line in the ase of a reeted propagator),
while for boundary lines a vetor (αsps) of length αsms (lying in the boundary). Bulk verties
are loated at spae-time bulk points where the momentum preserving interation ours.
Boundary verties are loated at the boundary points with interations where the transverse
omponent of the momentum is not onserved. To see that for a spae-time diagram the
Landau equations are satised onsider the diagram in Fig. 3.4.
On the left side of the boundary is the real spae-time piture of some proess, while on
the right hand side is its mirror image with respet to the boundary, whih is neessary to
introdue in order to interpret it in terms of the Landau equations. Instead of drawing a
reeted line for a reeted propagator (e.g. from 1 to 2) we onsider a straight line from
the real world to the mirror one (from 1 to 2′) or vie versa. The variable µ keeps trak on
whih side of the boundary we are and to whih world (real or mirror image) the next line
is direted. Consisteny of the Coleman-Norton piture means that for two dierent paths
between two interation point the displaement vetors must sum up to the same value, whih
is ensured by equation (3.7). Evidently we ompare only points that are both on the real side
of the boundary so it is suient to onsider loops with even number of reeted propagators.
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Figure 3.4: Spae time diagram of a general on-shell proess using the method of images
Another onsisteny ondition is that all the boundary verties must have the same transverse
oordinate, whih translates into equation (3.8).
In order to reverse the above argument, we must show that to any solution of the Landau
equations, a spae-time diagram an be assoiated. This an be done by drawing the extended
diagram rst, similarly as we would draw in a bulk theory, then hoosing a loop with odd
number of reeted propagator and determining the loation of the boundary by identifying
the endpoints of the losed loop as the mirror image of eah other. Clearly suh a loop is
not losed in the transverse oordinate. Now the Landau equations for the loops with even
number of reeted propagators ensure that the loation of the boundary does not depend on
the hoie of the loop with odd number of reeted propagators.
4 Cutkosky rules
4.1 Derivation
A further important ingredient is provided by the boundary analogue of Cutkosky rules to
alulate disontinuities aross the uts in the physial region determined by the solutions
of the Landau equations. To give the boundary generalization of Cutkosky rules we need a
further denition. Note that if we write down a Feynman integral G of the form (3.1) with
I bulk internal lines, eah bulk line orresponds to either a diret or a reeted propagator
so there are atually 2I distint diagrams that dier only whih bulk lines are taken to be
diret or reeted (represented by ontinuous resp. dashed lines in the assoiated Feynman
diagram). Let C(G) denote the sum of terms the possible assignments of diret/reeted
bulk lines. Eah individual term an be written in the form (3.1), the dierene being the
expression of the loop momenta χ in terms of the internal momenta κ due to the dierent
onservation laws obeyed by the two dierent types of bulk lines.
It is lear that C(G) an have a singularity at a given value of external momenta only if
some individual term in the sum does. For an integral of the form (3.1), every singularity
orresponds to a solution of the Landau equations (3.2,3.3,3.4). In suh a solution there are
internal lines whih have a orresponding αr that is nonzero (and so are on the mass shell);
these are the ones that make up the redued diagram orresponding to the given singularity.
We remark that sine the momentum onservation onditions (3.4) are dierent for eah
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individual term in the sum C(G), in general only a few terms give a nonzero ontribution to
a given singularity.
Let us denote the set of lines whih are on-mass-shell at the singularity by G0. We restrit
ourselves to ases when the graph G\G0, obtained by severing the lines on-mass-shell separates
into two disonneted graphs G1 and G2 (in the bulk the orresponding singularities are alled
normal thresholds).
Then the rules are that the disontinuity of C(G) (3.1) aross the ut orresponding to
the singularity an be evaluated by substituting the propagators of the internal lines for whih
αr 6= 0 as follows:
1
p2r − π2r −M2r + iǫ
→ −2πiδ(+) (p2r − π2r −M2r )
1
p2r −m2r + iǫ
→ −2πiδ(+) (p2r −m2r)
hange ǫ→ −ǫ for internal lines in one of the omponents (say G2, the other hoie just gives
the jump in the opposite diretion aross the ut), and then perform the integration in (3.1).
Here δ(+) denotes a delta funtion where only the root p0 = +
√
~p2r + π
2
r +M
2
r or +
√
~p2r +m
2
r
is taken into aount.
To show this, we generalize a very elegant proof for the bulk Cutkosky rules, originally
due to Nakanishi. The bulk proof is spelled out in detail in [5℄, so we only give the details
neessary for its extension to the boundary ase. We onstrut an auxiliary eld theory to
any given diagram lass C(G) in the following way. To eah internal bulk line of the diagram
we assoiate a dierent speies of bulk eld Φr of mass Mr (r = 1, . . . , I), similarly to eah
internal boundary line a boundary eld φs of mass ms (s = 1, . . . , J). To every bulk vertex
v with some external bulk line we attah a eld Φ˜v of mass M˜v, where M˜
2
v = P
2
v , Pv is the
total (D + 1)-momentum entering the given vertex from its external legs. Similarly to every
boundary vertex u we attah a boundary eld φ˜u of appropriate mass m˜u, m˜
2
u = p
2
u where
pu is the total D-momentum entering the vertex from external bulk and boundary lines. The
auxiliary ation orresponding to C(G) is dened as
AG =
∫
dz
I∑
r=1
1
2
[
(∂Φr)
2 −M2rΦ2r
]
+
∑
v
′ 1
2
[(
∂Φ˜v
)2
− M˜2v Φ˜2v
]
+
∑
v
Φ˜v
∏
r→v
Φr +
∫
dx
J∑
s=1
1
2
[
(∂φs)
2 −m2sφ2s
]
+
∑
u
′ 1
2
[(
∂φ˜u
)2
− m˜2uφ˜2u
]
+
∑
u
φ˜u
∏
r→u
Φr
∏
s→u
φs
where
∑′
v and
∑′
u mean that the sum goes only for bulk/boundary verties that have external
lines entering them, Φ˜v and φ˜u must be put equal to 1 for verties whih onnet only to
internal lines, and expressions of the type r → u means taking produt over internal lines r
that onnet to vertex u.
The ruial point is that C(G) gives the lowest order ontribution to the sattering ampli-
tude with the given external momenta in the auxiliary theory. Let i denote the initial state of
this sattering and f the nal one (external lines attahed to G1 and G2, respetively). Then
the transition amplitude for this proess an be written
Tfi = C(G)
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However, on-shell proesses are unitary, thus we have
Tfi − T ∗if =
∑
G0
C (G1)C (G2)
∗
where
∑
G0
means a phase spae summation over the lines involved in G0. Following a similar
reasoning as in [5℄ yields exatly the rules spelled out above.
4.2 Comments on the general ase
For dierent topologies, we expet that similar rules hold. The reason is simple: the Cutkosky
rules themselves depend only on the analyti struture of propagators. In the perturbation
theory around the free (Neumann) boundary onditions we see that the momentum spae
form of propagators is just the same as in the bulk theory, the only dierene omes from the
momentum onservation rules whih express the internal momenta in terms of the external
and loop momenta and from the fat that boundary propagators have vanishing transverse
momentum. However, insofar as these expressions are linear (whih is true even in the bound-
ary situation), neither the preise form of the onservation rules enters in any derivation of
the Cutkosky rules, nor the onstraint on the transverse momentum for boundary lines (whih
is also linear) is relevant. Therefore we an see that the boundary Cutkosky rules given above
an be derived for any topology for whih a derivation is given in the bulk (e.g. the well-
known triangle anomalous threshold diagram, whih is not in the lass overed by Nakanishi's
derivation).
In the above derivation we also supposed that M˜2v and m˜
2
u are positive, whih orresponds
to singularities in the physial region. Beyond the physial region nontrivial analyti ontinu-
ation is required similarly to the bulk ase. Extension of Cutkosky rules to suh singularities
is a very ompliated issue, tantamount to a generalization of unitarity. In this paper we do
not enter into further disussion of singularities in the non-physial region, but simply suppose
that an extension of these rules an be worked out.
Finally we note that singular ontributions orresponding to the same redued diagram
an be summed up, giving the familiar result that the total ontribution (to all orders of
perturbation theory) an be obtained by substituting the exat vertex funtions for the verties
in the redued diagram haraterizing the singularity (see e.g. Setion 2.9. of [4℄).
One has to be very areful in deduing the singularities of the Green funtions from the
analyzis of the perturbative series. Sometimes individual terms may have singularities that
are anelled when a sum of terms is taken. Some other times individual terms do not yield
the orret singularities at all. It happens when some nonperturbative dynamial property,
suh as formation of a bound state, is involved. To handle these situations a omplete or a
partial summation of the perturbative series has to be performed.
4.3 Infrared divergenes
As shown in appendix A.2, perturbation theory around the Neumann boundary ondition has
infrared divergenes. These arise from on-shell bulk partiles propagating along the boundary
as expeted from the Landau equations and orrespond to a boundary bound state.
However, if there is a quadrati term of the form λΦ(y = 0)2/2 for the orresponding
bulk eld Φ in the boundary potential V (whih is the ase in general), then the infrared
divergene is nonphysial. There are innitely many infrared divergent terms with dierent
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Figure 5.1: Diagram orresponding to an on-shell boundary state
degree of singularity and resummation in the oupling λ shifts the singularity from k = 0 to
k = −iλ, and it does not aet the derivation of the physial region Cutkosky rules presented
above.
For λ > 0 the singularity is shifted to the unphysial sheet of the sattering amplitude, so
it is physially irrelevant. For −m < λ < 0, the pole is again shifted away from the region
of physial values of the inoming momentum, however, it remains on the physial sheet and
appears as a boundary bound state (see A.2). Note that the derivation of the Cutkosky
rules given above is perturbative, but as it rests on general priniples suh as analitiity and
unitarity, we expet the rules to extend to singularities orresponding to suh nonperturbative
intermediate states as well, just as in bulk theories. In fat, the appliations presented in the
next Setion require suh an extension of Cutkosky rules to singularities with omplex values
of inoming momenta, but still in the physial sheet.
Finally, let us remark that the derivation of the Landau equations and the Nakanishi proof
for the Cutkosky rules for physial region singularities an be performed in a perturbation
theory that starts around a nonzero value of λ. In this ase the reeted bulk propagator
must be hanged to
i
k2r − κ2r −M2r + iǫ
κr − i λ
κr + iλ
For amplitudes in the physial region, the last fator is just a nonsingular (phase-valued)
expression, and so does not aet the derivations in any essential way.
5 Appliations
In the following we restrit ourselves to 1+1 spaetime dimensions, sine the example theory
we use is sine-Gordon theory with integrable boundary onditions. The above formalism is
of ourse more general, however, integrable eld theories make possible an exat and non-
perturbative veriation of the general sheme.
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5.1 Boundary bound state poles
The simplest appliation of the Cutkosky rules is when there is a single intermediate line
on-shell. If that is a bulk line, then we get bak the well-known result for a rst order pole
orresponding to an intermediate partile in the bulk. If the line in question is a boundary
line, we get a disontinuity of the form
2πg1g
∗
2δ
(+)
(
E2 −m2)
orresponding to the diagram Fig. 5.1, where E = M cosh ϑ and m = M cos u for a pole at
imaginary rapidity ϑ = iu.
This reprodues the result of Ghoshal and Zamolodhikov [20℄, whih states that an inter-
mediate on-shell boundary state produes a pole in the reetion fator R (ϑ) of the form
R (ϑ) ∼ 1
2
if1f
∗
2
ϑ− iu
where the dimensionless ouplings f1,2 are related to g1,2 by some normalization fators, oming
partially from onverting the δ(+) to a funtion of ϑ and also from relating the reetion fator
in terms of the Feynman amplitude, but the preise form of this relation is not important for
us here.
5.2 Coleman-Thun diagrams
We present some examples for more ompliated intermediate diagrams following Coleman and
Thun [1℄ (see also [2, 3, 22℄ for the boundary ase). To be spei, we onsider sine-Gordon
theory with integrable boundary onditions. The groundwork for determining its spetrum
and sattering amplitudes was laid down in [20, 21℄, while the bootstrap losure of this theory
for general boundary onditions was obtained in [22℄, following the work in [3℄.
Before proeeding to the examples, we introdue a useful notation. Let f(ϑ) be a mero-
morphi funtion of one omplex variable ϑ. Let us suppose that the Laurent expansion of f
around ϑ = ϑ0 takes the form
f(ϑ) = A (ϑ− ϑ0)n +
∑
k>n
bk (ϑ− ϑ0)k , A 6= 0 .
We then dene
f [ϑ0] = A.
If ϑ0 is not a pole or a zero of f , then this is just the value of the funtion. If ϑ0 is a rst
order pole, then this is just the residue, while for a rst order zero it is the derivative of f at
ϑ0.
The rst family we onsider are rst order poles independent of the boundary onditions
and our in reetion fators of breathers on any boundary state (ground state and exited
states alike). Let us denote the reetion fator of a breather Bk with rapidity ϑ by R(k) (ϑ)
(we omit the speiation of the boundary state, as the argument does not depend on it). Then
R(k) has a pole at ϑ = inπ/2λ , n = 1, . . . , k − 1. We pik a pole with a given n and write
k = m+ n. Following [22℄ this pole an be assoiated with the sattering proess in diagram
5.2 (we reall that an imaginary rapidity dierene ϑ = iu orresponds to a Eulidean angle u
in the plane). The diagram obviously gives a rst-order pole, sine it has 3 propagators (one
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Figure 5.2: Coleman-Thun graph for a boundary-independent pole in the breather reetion
fator. The angles are u0 = u1 = nπ/2λ and u2 = mπ/2λ.
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Figure 5.3: Calulating the ontribution of the triangle graph using the bootstrap
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Figure 5.4: Bootstrap relation for R(m+n)
δ(+) fators eah), and a loop integral whih means 2 integrations, leaving us with a single δ
funtion in the disontinuity whih is harateristi of a rst order pole.
To establish that this proess explains the pole of the reetion fator, we need to alulate
its ontribution to the residue. The straightforward method would be to write down the
Cutkosky rules diretly and alulate the integrals, whih do give a ontribution of the right
form. However, the exat oeient is not easy to obtain as one needs to ensure the right
normalization of the reetion amplitude rst, and then also extrat the breather-breather
fusion oupling gn+mnm from the S matrix, one again taking are of all details of normalization.
Instead, we an follow a simpler route, noting that the S matries and the reetion
amplitudes satisfy the bootstrap whih entails a vast number of identities. We an tune the
inoming rapidity away from ϑ = iu0, obtaining the proess in Fig. 5.3 (a), whih, by virtue
of fatorized sattering, has the amplitude
gn+mnm R
(n) (ϑ+ iu1)R
(m) (ϑ− iu2)S (2ϑ+ i (u1 − u2)) , ϑ = iu
Taking ϑ → iu2 we hit a pole in the S matrix. The ontribution of this pole reads
gn+mnm R
(n) (i(u2 + u1)) (−1)1
2
S [i (u1 + u2)]
On the other hand, in the same limit the diagram in Fig. 5.3 (a) beomes the one drawn in
Fig. 5.3 (b), from whih amplitude of the triangle graph Fig. 5.2 an be obtained by dividing
with the breather fusion oupling gn+mnm . This means that to explain the pole in the reetion
fator of Bm+n, the following identity must hold:
R(m+n) [iu2] = −1
2
R(n) (i(u2 + u1))S [i (u1 + u2)]
whih an be veried by diret substitution.
It is very interesting to note that this identity is guaranteed by the bootstrap onstrution
of the reetion fator R(m+n), using the relation drawn in Fig. 5.4.
We have also onsidered two other lasses of Coleman-Thun diagrams, using similar argu-
ments. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows a proess where an inoming breather splits into two breathers of
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Figure 5.5: Coleman-Thun explanation for boundary dependent poles in breather reetion
fators
lower index, one of whih exites the boundary state on whih the other gets reeted. The
proess in Fig. 5.5 (b) desribes an inoming boundary state deaying by the emission of a
breather that fuses with the inoming breather to a higher one, whih in turn gets reeted
from the boundary. The notations for the boundary states |n〉 and the fusing angles νk, wl are
explained in [18℄.
Naively, these diagrams would give a seond order pole sine the number of propagators is
6 (inluding propagators for boundary states as ditated by the Cutkosky rules), while there
are two loop integrals whih give the order 6 − 2 × 2 = 2. However, the reetion at the
middle of these diagrams takes plae at a rapidity at whih the orresponding amplitude has
a rst-order zero, whih results in a rst-order ontribution.
Straightforward appliation of bootstrap priniples shows that the ontribution of these
diagrams to the given residues an be written as
(a) : −R(n−l−k)|k〉 [(w−k − νn−l) /2]R
(l+k)
|n−l〉 [(wl − νk) /2] Sn−l−k,l+k [nπ/2λ]
(b) : −R(k−l)|k〉 [(w−l − νk) /2]R
(n+k−l)
|l〉 [(νk−n − w−l) /2] Sn,k−l [(n+ k − l)π/2λ]
If these diagrams are to explain the residues, then the above expressions must be equal to
(a) : R
(n)
|k〉 [(wl − νn−l) /2]
(b) : R
(n)
|k〉 [(νl − wn−l) /2]
We heked these equalities by diret evaluation. As before, they are also a onsequene of
the bootstrap relations between the reetion fators and S matries.
It is quite remarkable that the identities neessary for the diagrams to explain the residues
of the pole hold by the bootstrap. This seems to be the ase for breather reetion fators in
sine-Gordon theory for generi values of the boundary parameters; although we ould not hek
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it for all the poles in the reetion fators of all the breathers on generi exited boundary
states due to the very tedious details, it was nevertheless true in eah ase we examined. For
solitons, one does not expet this to be the ase as in some diagrams the order of the pole is
redued by a anellation between pairs of diagrams that are harge onjugate (in terms of
soliton harge) analogous to the bulk Coleman-Thun diagrams, and so only the sub-leading
term survives, whih annot be alulated so simply as above (in fat, suh sub-leading terms
have never been alulated in the literature, at least to our knowledge).
There are also known ases when a ertain pole in the reetion fator needs a ombined
explanation in terms of a sum of a Coleman-Thun diagram and a boundary bound state at the
same time. For an example in the saling Lee-Yang model f. [2℄. Suh a situation also ours
in boundary sine-Gordon theory with Neumann boundary onditions, where it results from
the onuene of two poles and a zero in the appropriate reetion fator as the boundary
parameters are tuned to their value at the Neumann boundary ondition, and has already
been treated in detail in [23℄.
6 Conlusions
The perturbative approah to boundary QFT around the Neumann boundary ondition has
some distint advantages. It is very well suited for investigation of priniples of boundary
QFT, and for the extension of bulk results like LSZ redution formulae, Landau equations
and Cutkosky rules. For many appliations it may be more onvenient to start from a dif-
ferent boundary ondition (as is usually done in the literature), beause that may redue the
number of diagrams (representing a partial re-summation of the perturbative series around
the Neumann boundary ondition) or eliminate tadpoles in ase of a nontrivial vauum eld
onguration (see Appendix A).
The main result of this paper is the derivation of the Coleman-Norton interpretation,
Cutkosky rules and their appliation to the boundary bootstrap. Although the rules are
derived from perturbation theory, they are atually dependent only on some analytiity prop-
erties and unitarity (this is espeially obvious for Cutkosky rules, where the proof expliitly
relies on unitarity). Therefore one expets that there is a non-perturbative formulation along
the lines followed by Eden et al. in the last hapter of their book [4℄, whih would be interest-
ing to work out in detail. Suh a formulation, besides being non-perturbative, would also give
us an extension of the Cutkosky rules to the non-physial domain and to topologies distint
from the one onsidered in the proof of Setion 4.
Another open issue is to formulate a omplete theory of perturbative renormalization with
boundaries. In the perturbation theory around the Neumann boundary ondition, it seems
relatively easy to perform arguments similar to those in bulk theories, e.g. power ounting
analysis of divergent graphs. We only onsidered one-loop renormalization in boundary sine-
Gordon theory in Appendix B, whih was enough for a omparison with semilassial results
in the literature. It would be interesting to have a thorough investigation of renormalizability,
proof of loality of ounter-terms, investigation of possible anomalies of symmetries and so
on. Suh an investigation ould provide e.g. a proof that the tadpoles indeed restore the
orret vauum expetation value of the eld in the generi ase (as shown for the toy model
in Appendix A) thereby strengthening the derivation of analyti results from perturbation
theory.
Finally let us remark that Dirihlet boundary onditions annot be reahed by perturba-
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tion theory from the Neumann ase, as this would require taking some oupling onstants to
innity. However, it is rather trivial to extend the formalism of the paper to this ase, whih
only requires the inlusion of a minus sign in the reeted propagator for elds satisfying
Dirihlet boundary onditions. One also needs to require that the orresponding asymptoti
elds satisfy Dirihlet boundary onditions, sine if one insisted on an asymptoti Neumann
boundary ondition, that would mean adiabati swithing o for an innitely strong inter-
ation, whih would be a rather odd notion. Instead, taking the asymptoti eld to satisfy
Dirihlet boundary ondition enables one to arry all the formalism over to this ase. We
only omitted this from the main text to maintain the arguments and the notation as simple
as possible.
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A A toy model
In our approah, the free eld has Neumann boundary onditions, and all the boundary in-
terations (inluding their quadrati part) are taken into aount perturbatively. To illustrate
how this proedure reprodues the interating boundary onditions, we onsider a toy model
of a real salar eld Φ. For simpliity, we take 1 + 1 spaetime dimensions (generalization
to D + 1 is straightforward, see at the end of the setion). We take the Lagrangian to be
quadrati in the eld
L =
∫ 0
−∞
dx
[
1
2
(∂tΦ)
2 − 1
2
(∂yΦ)
2 − m
2
2
Φ2
]
− λ
2
Φ(y = 0, t)2
so the model is exatly solvable. We remark that this toy model has already been used in the
literature to illustrate several issues of boundary eld theory [24℄.
A.1 Exat solution
The equations of motion are
−∂2tΦ+ ∂2yΦ−m2Φ = 0 , ∂yΦ|y=0 = −λΦ(y = 0, t) (A.1)
with the following solution for the modes of the eld:
fκ(y) =
1√
2π (κ2 + λ2)
(
(κ+ iλ)eiκy + (κ− iλ)e−iκy) .
For λ < 0, there also exists a normalizable mode
fB(y) =
√
2|λ|e−λy
The eld has the mode expansion
Φ(y, t) = φB(t)fB(y) +
∫ ∞
0
dκφκ(t)fκ(y) .
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where dynamis of the modes is
d2φκ(t)
dt2
= −(κ2 +m2)φκ(t)
d2φB(t)
dt2
= −(m2 − λ2)φB(t)
We remark that periodiity of the boundary mode in time requires λ2 < m2 i.e. −m < λ < 0
(otherwise the vauum Φ = 0 is unstable under perturbations in the diretion of the boundary
mode). The Lagrangian an be written in terms of modes as
L =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dκ
(
φ˙κ(t)
2 − (k2 +m2)φκ(t)2
)
+
1
2
(
φ˙B(t)
2 − Ω2φB(t)2
)
, Ω =
√
m2 − λ2
We an quantize the theory by introduing the onjugate momenta
πκ(t) = φ˙κ(t) , πB(t) = φ˙B(t)
Creation/annihilation operators an be introdued:
φκ(t) =
1√
2ωκ
(
a(κ)e−iωκt + a†(κ)eiωκt
)
, ωκ =
√
κ2 +m2
φB(t) =
1√
2Ω
(
be−iΩt + b†eiΩt
)
and satisfy [
a(κ), a†(κ′)
]
= δ(κ − κ′) ,
[
b, b†
]
= 1 .
For the ase λ > 0 (i.e. no bound states) the propagator takes the form
〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) |0〉 = θ(t− t′) 〈0|Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′) |0〉+ θ(t′ − t) 〈0|Φ(y′, t′)Φ(y, t) |0〉
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dωdκ
(2π)2
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫ
(
eiκ(y−y
′)−iω(t−t′)
+
κ− iλ
κ+ iλ
eiκ(y+y
′)−iω(t−t′)
)
from whih we an read o the reetion fator
R(κ) =
κ− iλ
κ+ iλ
whih has a bound state pole at
κ = m sinhϑ = −iλ
where ϑ is the rapidity. Introduing u = −iϑ
sinu = − λ
m
For a bound state pole in the physial strip 0 < u < π2 we need −m < λ < 0. When this is
satised, we get an additional term in the propagator. This an be obtained by ontinuing λ
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to negative values or by expliitely adding the ontribution of the bound state mode, both of
whih gives
〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) |0〉 = θ(t− t′) 〈0|Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′) |0〉+ θ(t′ − t) 〈0|Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′) |0〉
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dωdκ
(2π)2
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫ
(
eiκ(y−y
′)−iω(t−t′)
+
κ− iλ
κ+ iλ
eiκ(y+y
′)−iω(t−t′)
)
+
|λ|
Ω
e−λ(y+y
′)
(
θ
(
t− t′) e−iΩ(t−t′) + θ (t′ − t) e−iΩ(t′−t)) (A.2)
The bound state term an also be written in the form∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
i
ω2 − Ω2 + iǫe
−iω(t−t′) fB(y)fB(y
′)
whih means that (apart from the y dependene) the boundary bound state behaves as a free
boundary eld of mass Ω propagating in 0 + 1 dimensions (i.e. a harmoni osillator) just as
we postulated for the boundary degrees of freedom in our general exposition of perturbation
theory, exept that here the boundary degree of freedom arises as a boundary bound state and
not from a separate eld introdued in the Lagrangian. As a result, it is not sharply loalized
to the boundary, but its ontribution dereases exponentially away from y = 0.
A.2 Boundary perturbation theory
The reetion fator an be expanded in the oupling λ
R(κ) = 1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
(
− iλ
κ
)n
(A.3)
We now proeed to show that this is orretly obtained using the perturbation theory intro-
dued above. We suppose that λ > 0, so that no boundary bound state exists, whih would
be a non-perturbative eet whih perturbation theory is not expeted to reprodue.
A.2.1 First order orretion
The interating propagator an be written as
G(y, t; y′, t′) = 〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) exp{− iλ
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ : Φ(0, τ)2 :
}
|0〉
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
− iλ
2
)n
〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) n∏
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dτi : Φ (0, τi)
2 : |0〉
the rst order orretion is
G(1)(y, t; y′, t′) = − iλ
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ 〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) : Φ (0, τ)2 : |0〉
= −iλ
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ G(y, t, 0, τ)G(y′, t′, 0, τ)
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Figure A.1: First order Feynman graphs for the propagator of the toy model
where
G(y, t, y′, t′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
2π
∫
dω
2π
e−iω·(t−t
′)
ω2 − κ2 −m2a + iε
(
eiκ(y−y
′) + eiκ(y+y
′)
)
is the sum of the diret and reeted propagators. This ontribution orresponds to the
Feynman graphs in Fig. A.1.We an integrate τ out to obtain∫ ∞
−∞
dτ G(y, t−τ)G(y′, τ−t′) = 4
∫
dκ dκ′ dω
(2π)3
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫ
i
ω2 − κ′2 −m2 + iǫe
iκy+iκ′y′−iω(t−t′)
The integral over κ′ an be performed using the residue theorem; sine y′ < 0, the ontour
must be losed in the lower half plane ℑmκ′ < 0. Some further manipulation yields
4
∫
dκ dω
(2π)2
1
2κ
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫe
iκ(y+y′)−iω(t−t′)
whih means that the reetion fator beomes, at this order
R(κ) = 1− 2iλ
κ
whih agrees with (A.3).
A.2.2 Summing up to all orders
At the nth order we get the ontribution
G(n)(y, t; y′, t′) =
1
n!
(
− iλ
2
)n
〈0|T (Φ(y, t)Φ(y′, t′)) n∏
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dτi : Φ (0, τi)
2 : |0〉
The relevant graphs are of the form shown in Fig. A.2 . The number of ontrations an be
easily alulated: rst one has to deide the order in whih the verties are to be onneted
starting from one end to the other: this an be done n! ways. Sine eah vertex has two
idential legs, one has an additional fator of 2n. Colleting all the terms we have
G(n)(y, t; y′, t′) =
2nn!
n!
(
− iλ
2
)n ∫ ∞
−∞
dτ1 . . .
∫ ∞
−∞
dτnG(y, t− τ1)
×
(
n−1∏
i=1
G (0, τi+1 − τi)
)
G(y′, τn − t′)
= (−iλ)n
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ1 . . .
∫ ∞
−∞
dτnG(y, t− τ1)
(
n−1∏
i=1
G (0, τi+1 − τi)
)
G(y′, τn − t′)
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Figure A.2: A typial diagram of order λn. To obtain all the diagrams, every line should be
allowed to be either a diret bulk (solid) or a reeted bulk (dashed) line, whih results in
2n+1 terms.
The propagators G are the sum of the diret and reeted piee, so the formula ontains 2n+1
terms, whih turn out to give idential ontributions in this ase. The τ integrals an be
performed one by one, using the same method as for the rst-order ontribution, with the
result:
G(n)(y, t; y′, t′) =
∫
dκ dω
(2π)2
2n+1
(
− iλ
2κ
)n i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫe
iκ(y+y′)−iω(t−t′)
(A.4)
Summing up all the ontributions, we obtain
G(y, t; y′, t′) =
∞∑
n=0
G(n)(y, t; y′, t′)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dωdκ
(2π)2
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫ
(
eiκ(y−y
′)−iω(t−t′)
+ R(κ) eiκ(y+y
′)−iω(t−t′)
)
where
R(κ) = 1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
(
− iλ
κ
)n
=
κ− iλ
κ+ iλ
whih is exatly the result we expeted. This means that the interating boundary eld, built
by summing up the perturbative expansion around the free eld with Neumann boundary
onditions, does indeed satisfy the orret boundary onditions (A.1).
We remark that this result an be ontinued analytially to λ < 0: the pole at κ = iλ
then rosses the ontour of the κ integral, and we obtain the result (A.1), whih inludes the
ontribution from the boundary bound state. So in this model, although the boundary bound
state annot be obtained by perturbation theory, it an be obtained by analytially ontinuing
the resummed perturbative result from the regime where there is boundary bound state. It
is important to resum the perturbation series: to any nite order the nontrivial singularity at
κ = −iλ in the reetion fator is absent.
A.2.3 Conluding remarks
From (A.4) it is apparent that there is an infrared divergene at κ = 0. This is a general
feature of the perturbation theory around the Neumann boundary ondition. The perturbative
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expansion is a series in λ/κ and so it is onvergent only for κ > λ. For long wavelength modes
the expansion must be summed up and analytially ontinued. The physial manifestation of
this problem is that R(κ = 0) = −1, while the Neumann reetion fator is identially +1 for
any κ. The eetive strength of the boundary interation inreases with the wavelength.
To alulate the oordinate spae two-point funtion (A.4) one needs to integrate over all
wavelengths and this an only be performed after summing up to all orders. In fat, the proper
expression for the two-point funtion must inlude an infrared regulator, whih an be removed
only after summing up the leading behaviour of the funtion around κ = 0. As an alternative,
one an perform the whole alulation in momentum spae, where every ontribution is nite.
For any nite order in perturbation theory, the amplitudes display a singularity at κ = 0,
whih is in fat a solution to the Landau equations of Setion 3.1 with all the bulk internal
lines being on-mass-shell, and an be aounted for using the general formalism. Summing up
the perturbation series moves this singularity to κ = −iλ, and in the regime −m < λ < 0 it
desribes a boundary exited state.
Finally we note that the whole analysis an be generalized to D + 1 dimensions. The
D+1-momentum an be written as (ω,~k, κ) and alulations for any mode with a given value
of
~k are isomorphi to a alulation in the 1 + 1 dimensional ase, with the partile mass m
replaed by
√
~k2 +m2.
A.3 Extension of the toy model: bakground elds
We an extend the toy model to inlude a linear oupling at the boundary. This means that
there is a lassial bakground eld in the vauum, whih poses an interesting question, sine
our perturbation theory works in an expansion around the Neumann boundary ondition,
whih has no suh elds. The question is whether with an appropriate re-summation in
the boundary oupling we an get bak to the orret value of the bakground eld. Our
Lagrangian is
L =
∫ 0
−∞
dx
[
1
2
(∂tΦ)
2 − 1
2
(∂yΦ)
2 − m
2
2
Φ2
]
− αΦ(y = 0, t)− λ
2
Φ(y = 0, t)2
while the equations of motion take the form
−∂2tΦ+ ∂2yΦ−m2Φ = 0 , ∂yΦ|y=0 = −α− λΦ(y = 0, t) (A.5)
whih has the lassial vauum solution
φvac(x, t) = − α
m+ λ
emx (A.6)
Let us try to ompute this in perturbation theory in both α and λ, i.e. around the Neumann
boundary ondition. The diagrammati expression is
α α
λ
α
λ
λ
+ + + ...〈Φ(x, t)〉 =
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where the diagrams must be understood as lasses in whih every bulk line an be a diret
or a reeted line (see Setion 4). There is only a rst order ontribution in α, while the sum
of all orders in λ an be easily seen to give the result of the previous setion for the two-point
funtion, with a single α vertex attahed to it and integrated over the boundary:
〈Φ(x, t)〉 = −iα
∫ +∞
−∞
dt
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
dκ
2π
i
ω2 − κ2 −m2 + iǫe
−iωt
[
eiκx +R(κ)e−iκx
]
R(k) =
κ− iλ
κ+ iλ
The t and ω integrals an be trivially performed, and amount to substituting ω = 0 in the
integrand, while the κ integral an be easily performed using the residue theorem with the
nal result
〈Φ(x, t)〉 = − α
m+ λ
emx
whih is fully onsistent with (A.6).
Obviously, in a general theory if there is a nontrivial vauum solution to the equations of
motion, this means that we are going to have nontrivial tadpole diagrams in the perturbation
expansion around the free eld with Neumann boundary ondition. It would be possible to
eliminate tadpoles by expanding in utuations around this lassial bakground eld, but
that would mean spae dependent bulk ouplings, whih would make analyti investigation of
perturbation theory extremely diult. Therefore we hoose to expand around the Neumann
boundary ondition, sine re-summation of tadpoles should give us the same result as the
bakground eld method, as illustrated in the above example. In the toy model it an be easily
seen (just by drawing all diagrams and using the above result for the one-point funtion) that
all the higher orrelation funtions also get the orret tadpole ontributions from perturbation
theory.
B One loop renormalization in sine-Gordon theory
In [17℄ Kormos and Palla onsidered the semilassial quantization of the two lowest energy
stati solutions of the boundary sine-Gordon model:
V =
m2
β2
∫ 0
−∞
(1− cosβΦ) ; U = M0(1− cos β
2
(Φ− ϕ0))
In their work the semilassial energy orretions are obtained by summing up the ontribu-
tions of the osillators assoiated to the linearized utuations around the stati solutions.
The appearing standard UV divergenes, whih are due to the non normal ordered nature
of the Lagrangian, are aneled by ounter terms: the oupling onstants are renormalized
m2 → m2+δm2 andM0 →M0+δM0. δm2 is hosen the same as in the bulk theory (obtained
in standard perturbation theory), sine due to the loal nature of the ounter term it annot
depend on the presene of the boundary. To determine δM0 they impose the anellation of
logarithmi divergenes. As a result the renormalized quantities of order β2 take the following
form
δm2 = −m
2β2
4π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
; δM0 = −M0β
2
8π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
, (B.1)
where Λ is the momentum uto.
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Figure B.1: Bulk divergene (a) and ounter-term (b) at one loop
Similar onsiderations lead to the same ounter-terms in the analytially ontinued sinh-
Gordon theory [15, 16℄. The aim of this appendix is to derive these onjetured formulae in
our systemati perturbative framework. We expand the Lagrangian to the appropriate order
in β2:
V =
m2
2
Φ2 − m
2β2
4!
Φ4 , U =
M0β
2
2 · 22 Φ
2 − M0β
4
4! · 24Φ
4
where for simpliity we take ϕ0 = 0. The divergent term at order m
2β2 omes from diagram
B.1 (a), whih is regularized by a momentum uto, and is aneled by a ounter-term of the
form
VCT =
δm2
2
Φ2
(diagram B.1 (b)).
To ompute δm2 we observe that on diagram B.1 (a) the momentum (k, ω) is inoming and
outgoing in the same time, that is it does not ontribute to the delta funtion: the integration
is unonstrained (as opposed to the ase where the loop propagator is hanged to the reeted
one, whih results in a diagram that is not divergent at all). As a result the delta funtion
fator is the same for both diagrams and from the anellation of the vertex ontribution we
have
2 · δm
2
2
= −4 · 3 · −m
2β2
4!
∫ Λ
−Λ
dk
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
i
ω2 − k2 −m2 + iǫ
(with the ombinatorial fators given expliitly). Performing the ω integration we reover
the standard result. We have three other divergent diagrams in this order, whih an be
obtained from B.1 (a) by hanging any or both of its external legs to the reeted propagator.
Performing the same hanges on diagram B.1 (b), however, results a diagram whih removes
the required divergene.
The divergent diagrams originating from the boundary term are of order M0β
4
and are
aneled by a ounter term of the form
UCT =
δM0β
2
2 · 22
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Figure B.2: Divergent ontributions (a,b) and ounter term () for the boundary interation
The related Feynman graphs are presented on diagram B.2 (a), (b) and ().
There are two dierenes ompared to the bulk verties. First of all, β has been replaed
by
β
2 . More importantly, there is no momentum onservation in the boundary verties and
as a onsequene not only diagram (a) but also diagram (b) is divergent, moreover they have
the same ontribution. Summing up these two terms the ounter-term aquires a fator 2 (in
addition to β → β2 ) ompared to the bulk omputation and onrms the result (B.1).
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